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Abstract- Conventional block pulse functions have been around for about twenty five years. This 
orthogonal function set is the most fundamental and suitable for application in many areas 
including control theory.In this paper, a ‘non-optimal’ method of block pulse function coefficient 
computation has been suggested which employs trapezoidal integration instead of exact 
integration. This apparently ‘non-optimal’ procedure has been adopted in this work for control 
system analysis and identification, mainly because the trapezoidal integration uses only samples 
of the function to be expanded via BPF and thus reduces computational burden drastically. The 
results of such analysis, when compared to the results obtained via traditional BPF approach, are 
found to contain less error and also, results of identification are found to be much more superior to 
conventional BPF based analysis. It is also found that the results of identification via BPF are 
highly erroneous and contain undesired oscillations in many cases. Three plants of two different 
orders have been studied with two standard inputs each to provide strong support for the 
proposition. Lastly, an error estimate has been made for function approximation via this new 
approach and the results are compared with estimated error via conventional BPF analysis. The 
non-optimal BPF approach proves to be better in many cases compared to the traditional BPF 
approach. 

 Keywords: Block pulse function, non-optimal coefficients, Operational matrices, 
Convolution, Identification. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Different piecewise constant basis functions (PCBF) [1-4] have been utilized in different 
fields of engineering for more than three decades. The Haar function [1] set was the first 
member of the PCBF family. Invented in 1910, this function set was the genesis of a new 
class of orthogonal functions different from the ‘orthodox’ sine-cosine functions. Piecewise 
constant nature of this new class of functions attracted many researchers to explore 
appropriate applications.  

Of all PCB’s, the block pulse function (BPF) set [5-7] turned out to be the most efficient 
and fundamental with respect to system analysis and related computational burden. In the 
proposed work, a new approach for block pulse function based analysis as well as 
identification of control systems is presented. The approach is ‘new’ in the sense that the 
BPF expansion coefficients of a locally square integrable function have been determined in 
a more ‘convenient’ manner. That is, this new approach computes the BPF coefficients 
from the samples of the function to be expanded. This not only reduces the 
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computational burden drastically, but also produces far better results than those 
obtained via traditional BPF analysis for identification of SISO control systems. In 
case of analysis of such systems, the ‘new’ BPF approach is marginally better than 
the traditional approach, as is apparent from several case studies.  

In all, three commonly used linear SISO systems have been studied with two 
standard inputs to prove the validity of the proposal.  

The main objectives of the present work are:  

 i) To define the ‘new’ approach for computation of BPF coefficients using  
 samples of the function to be expanded and provide numerical examples of  
 function approximation. 
 ii) To analyse three open loop SISO systems via the standard as well as the ‘new’  
 approach. 
 iii) To identify three open loop SISO systems via the standard as well as the ‘new’  
 approach. 
 iv) To identify a closed loop SISO system via the standard as well as the ‘new’  
 approach.  
 v) To estimate the upper bound of integral squared error (ISE) for function  
 approximation via the newly proposed approach. 

2. BRIEF REVIEW OF BLOCK PULSE FUNCTIONS (BPF) [5-7] 

A set of block pulse functions Ψ(m)(t) containing m component functions in the 
semi open interval [0, T) is given by 

][ T
1)(mi210 (t)ψ(t)ψ(t)ψ(t)ψ(t)ψ  Δ   −LL(t)Ψ(m)              (1) 

 where [ . . . ]T denotes transpose. 
The i-th component (t)ψi  of the BPF vector )(tΨ (m) is defined as  

 
⎩
⎨
⎧ +<≤

=ψ
elsewhere0

1)h(itih1
(t)i  

 where, h = m
T  s is the duration of each component BPF in seconds and i = 0, 1, 2, . 

. . (m-1). 
A locally square integrable time function f(t) may be expanded into an m-term 

BPF series in t ∈[ 0, T) as 

   ][ (t)C(t) (m)(m) ΨΨ T
1)(mi210  )ccccc    f(t) =≈ −LL          (2) 

The constant coefficients ci ’s in equation (2) are given by  

∫
+

=
1)h(i

ih
ii (t)dtψf(t)

h
1

c                      (3) 
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The operational matrix for integration of order m is defined as [6-8] 
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(m)P                 (4)  

This operational matrix performs as an integrator in the BPF domain such that  

(t)P(t) (m)(m)(m) ΨΨ∫ ≈dt                      (5) 

Inspection of equation (3) will reveal that the coefficients evaluated via this 
equation always implies minimum integral squared error (MISE) with respect to 
function approximation. Thus, the coefficients ci’s may be termed ‘optimal’. 
Hence, the coefficients, computed via the new approach presented in the following, 
may be termed as ‘non-optimal’ coefficients. 

3. FROM ‘OPTIMAL’ COEFFICIENTS TO ‘NON-OPTIMAL’ 
COEFFICIENTS IN BLOCK PULSE FUNCTION DOMAIN 

 In equation (3), let us employ the well-known trapezoidal rule [9] for integration 
to compute the BPF coefficients. Calling these coefficients ic′ ’s, we get 

  
}{ ][ { }[ ]

2
1)h(iff(ih)

h.
2

h1)(iff(ih)
h
1

ic
++

=
++

≈′     (6) 

ic′ ’s are ‘non-optimal’ coefficients because the integral in (3) has been computed 
approximately via equation (6). It is observed that c'i’s are, in effect, the average 
values of two consecutive samples of f(t).  

Following this method of computation, equation (2) will take the following form : 

  [ ] (t)C(t) (m)(m) ΨΨ T
1)(mi210  cccccf(t) ′=′′′′′≈ −LL   (7) 

 It is evident that f(t) in (7) will not be approximated via BPF with guaranteed 
minimum integral squared error (MISE). 

It spite of this shortcoming, there is an obvious advantage in using the non-
optimal coefficients. Comparing equations (3) and (6), we find that the hassle of 
performing exact integration for determination of each coefficient in (3) is reduced 
in (6), because, each coefficient is the average of two consecutive samples of the 
function taken at the limits of the respective sub-interval. 

3.1 Function approximation 

Example 1 

Let us consider a function f(t) = sin(πt) in 0 ≤ t < 1. Following equations (3) and 
(6), we expand the function f(t) via BPF domain to obtain both optimal as well as 
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non-optimal coefficients. Taking T = 1 s, number of component functions m = 8 
and h =⅛ s, the resulting coefficients are shown below : 

Example 2 

Let us now consider a function f(t) = t2. Approximation of this function in a 
similar manner with T = 1 s and m = 8, yields the results shown in Table 2. 

The results in the error column of both the Tables 1 and 2 are as expected from the 
theory. The sine curve being of convex nature, ic  is always greater than ic′ , while 

t2 is of concave nature thereby making ic  less than ic′ . This is due to the fact that 

ic  is computed via exact integration and ic′  is computed via the approximate 
trapezoidal equivalent of the area under the function in the i-th sub-interval. 

 
4. BRIEF REVIEW OF CONVOLUTION PROCESS IN BLOCK PULSE 

FUNCTION DOMAIN 

The process of convolution [10] of two locally integrable time functions via block 
pulse domain has been described by Kwong and Chen [11]. 

Consider two block pulse trains, one comprised of a single block pulse and the 
other comprised of two block pulses, as shown in Figure 1. Convolution of two 
BPF trains of Figure 1(a) and 1(b) produces the piecewise linear waveform shown 
in Figure 1(c). BPF equivalent of this piecewise linear function is represented in 
Figure 1(d). 

Now consider a single-input-single-output (SISO) time-invariant system [12, 13] 
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Table 1 Function approximation [f(t) = sin ( πt)] via BPF to determine optimal ( ic ) and 

non-optimal ( ic′ ) coefficients. 

Time 
(sec) 

Samples of 
the function 
 f(t) = 

sin(πt) 

Optimal 
expansion 

coefficients, 
ci  

Non-optimal 
expansion 

coefficients, 
c׳i  

% Error, ∈ = 
[ ] 100ic/)ici(c ×′−  

0 
1/8 

2/8 

3/8 
4/8 
5/8 
6/8 
7/8 
8/8 

0.00000000 
0.38268343 
0.70710678 
0.92387953 
1.00000000 
0.92387953 
0.70710678 
0.38268343 
0.00000000 

 
0.19383918 
0.55200728 
0.82613727 
0.97449536 
0.97449536 
0.82613727 
0.55200728 
0.19383918 

 
0.19134172 
0.54489511 
0.81549316 
0.96193977 
0.96193977 
0.81549316 
0.54489511 
0.19134172 

 
1.28841990 
1.28841990 
1.28841990 
1.28841990 
1.28841990 
1.28841990 
1.28841990 
1.28841990 

under zero initial conditions. An input r(t) is applied to the system at t = 0. The 
impulse response of the plant is g(t) as shown in Figure 2. Application of r(t) to the 

system produces an output y(t) for t ≥0 . Considering r(t), g(t), y(t) to be bounded 
(i.e. the system is BIBO stable), all these functions may be expanded via block 
pulse series. 

Referring to Figure 2, the exact output y(t) of the system is given by the 
convolution integral [13] 

     
∫ λλ−λ=
t

0
)d)g(tr(y(t)          (8)  

Table 2 Function approximation [ 2tf(t) = ] via BPF to determine optimal ( ic ) and non-optimal  

( ic′ ) coefficients 

Time 
(sec) 

Samples of  
the function 
 f(t)= t2 

Optimal  
expansion 
coefficients, ci  

Non-optimal  
expansion 
coefficients, c׳i 

% Error, ∈ = 
[ ] 100ic/)ici(c ×′−

 
0 

1/8 

2/8 

3/8 
4/8 
5/8 
6/8 
7/8 
8/8 

0.0000000 
0.0156250 
0.0625000 
0.1406250 
0.2500000 
0.3906250 
0.5625000 
0.7656250 
1.0000000 

 
0.00520833 
0.03645833 
0.09895833 
0.19270833 
0.31770833 
0.47395833 
0.66145833 
0.88020833 

 
0.00781250 
0.03906250 
0.10156250 
0.19531250 
0.32031250 
0.47656250 
0.66406250 
0.88281250 

 
-50.00000000 
-7.14285714 
-2.63157895 
-1.35135135 
-0.81967213 
-0.54945055 
-0.39370079 
-0.29585799 
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Figure 1 Convolution of two block pulse trains and equivalent block pulse representation of the result 
 

 
Figure 2 Plant modeled by impulse response function 

 

We approximate r(λ ) and g(λ ) in the RHS of (8 ) by two m-block pulse trains as 
under: 

    ∑ λψ≈λ
−

=

1m

0i
ii )(r)(r  =  )(R (m) λΨT         (9)  

    ∑ λψ≈λ
−

=

1m

0i
ii )(g)(g  =  )(G (m) λΨT        (10)  

As shown by Kwong and Chen [11], using the BPF coefficients of equations (9) 
and (10), the output y(t) may be expressed in BPF domain as 
 
        Y = GTQr       (11)  
 where ,  ][ 1)(mi210

T ggggg −Δ LLG      (12)  
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⎡

⎥
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+
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Δ

L

LO

LLO

LO

L

0

Qr      (13) 

The upper triangular matrix Qr is known as the convolution matrix [11] formed 
by the elements ri’s of (9). 

Since, the variables in the integral on the RHS of (8) are commutative, Y in 
equation (11) can also be expressed as 

       Y = RTQg        (14)  
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where,  ][ 1)(mi210

T rrrrrΔ −LLR        (15)  
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h

L
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LO
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0
gQ     (16)  

 

 The upper triangular matrix Qg is also known as the convolution matrix formed 
by the elements of G in (12). 

It is obvious that the matrices similar to Qr or Qg may also be formed using non-
optimal BPF coefficients of the time function r(t) and g(t) respectively. 

Using the method outlined in reference [11], convolution matrices similar to 
equations (13) and (16) may be obtained. Hence, following (11), we can write 

        Y' = G'T
rQ′       (17)  

where, the matrices Y', G', rQ′  are similar to matrices Y, G, Qr, the only 
difference being the matrices Y, G, Qr have been formed using optimal BPF 
coefficients while the matrices Y', G', rQ′  have been formed using non-optimal 
expansion coefficients (which may be indicated with primes).  

Similar to equation (16), a matrix gQ ′  may also be formed using non-optimal 
BPF expansion coefficients of g(t). 

The matrices rQ′  and gQ ′  are the convolution matrices in BPF domain formed 
via non-optimal coefficients. In fact, they are very close to the matrices Qr and Qg 
respectively but definitely not identical. This difference obviously arises out of the 
difference between the corresponding optimal and non-optimal BPF coefficients 
according to equations (3) and (6) respectively. From equations (11) and (17), we 
can write 

       G=YT 1−
rQ         (18)  

    and  G' =Y'T 1−′rQ        (19)  

The matrices 1−
rQ  and 1−′rQ  are ‘deconvolution’ matrices in operational form. 

These matrices always exist as long as 0r  ≠0 and 0r′  ≠ 0 in equations (18) and (19) 
respectively. 

It is obvious that, knowing Y (or Y') and Qr (or rQ′ ), the system matrix G (or G') 
may be determined, which in effect identifies the system. 
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5. ANALYSIS OF OPEN LOOP SYSTEMS VIA CONVOLUTION USING OPTIMA 
AND NON-OPTIMAL BPF COEFFICIENTS 

Consider the open loop system shown in Fig. 2. Our task is to determine y(t) 
knowing r(t) and g(t). Using both optimal and non-optimal coefficients of BPF 
expansion of r(t) and g(t), we can solve for Y or Y' using either of equation (11) or 
(17). 

Now we analyse several open loop systems with two kinds of inputs for each via 
convolution using both optimal and non-optimal block pulse coefficients. We 
choose T=1s and m= 8 for all the cases studied in the following : 

5.1. Analysis of first order system We consider a system having a impulse response 
g1(t) = exp(-t), t≥ 0 .Time response of the system in BPF domain, for different 
inputs, are presented in the following: 

5.1.1. Via optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 

5.1.1. A Unit step input 

For a unit step input u(t), the response of the system is y1(t)= [1- exp(-t)], t ≥ 0. 
Equivalent BPF domain solution for y1(t) is presented in Table 3. 

 

 
Table 3 Open loop system analysis using optimal BPF coefficients with unit step input [T=1 s,  

m=8] 

Output )y( c  
(via convolution) 
using eqn. (11) 

Output )y( d  
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and (3) 

% Error,  
[ ] 100y/)yy( dcd ×−=∈  

0.05875155 
0.16935116 
0.26695497 
0.35309003 
0.42910396 
0.49618601 
0.55538571 
0.607622927 

0.05997522 
0.17043104 
0.26790797 
0.35393105 
0.42984615 
0.49684099 
0.55596374 
0.60813937 

2.04029590 
0.63362090 
0.35571794 
0.23762160 
0.17266517 
0.13182978 
0.10396752 
0.08387919 

 

5.1.1. B Unit parabolic input 

For a unit parabolic input t2u(t), the response of the system is y2(t) = [t2- 2t + 2{1- 
exp(-t)}], t ≥ 0. Equivalent BPF domain solution for y2(t) is presented in Table 4. 

Fig. 3 shows the result obtained via OBPF coefficient based analysis (Table 4). 
Also, the actual curve for the output y2 (t) is shown. 

5.1.2. Via non-optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 

5.1.2. A Unit step input 
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For a unit step input, the response of the system is y1(t)= [1- exp(-t)], t ≥ 0.  
Table 4 Open loop system analysis using optimal BPF coefficients with unit parabolic input [T=1 s, 

m=8] 

Output )y( c  
(via convolution) 
using eqn. (11) 

Output )y( d  
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and (3) 

% Error,  
[ ] 100y/)yy( dcd ×−=∈

 
0.00030600 
0.00271802 
0.01035458 
0.02627376 
0.05317428 
0.09343778 
0.14916604 
0.22221387 

0.00015877 
0.00232042 
0.00977426 
0.02557043 
0.05240063 
0.09264032 
0.14838580 
0.22148708 

-92.72445474 
-17.13490917 
 -5.93723500 
 -2.75056128 
 -1.47640542 
 -0.86081229 
 -0.52581501 
 -0.32814310 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Analysis of the system G1(s)= 1/(s+1) based on optimal BPF coefficients with unit 
parabolic input (Ref. Table 4). (For clarity, the vertical axis of the graph has been shown up to 0.155 

units only.) 

Equivalent BPF domain solution of y1(t), with non-optimal coefficients, is 
presented in table 5. 

5.1.2 B Unit parabolic input 
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For a unit parabolic input, the response of the system is 

t)}](exp2{12t[t(t)y 2
2 −−+−=  , t ≥ 0. Equivalent BPF domain solution for (t)y2  is 

presented in Table 6. 
 
Table 5 Open loop system analysis using non- optimal BPF coefficients with unit step input  

[T=1 s, m=8] 

Output ( )y( c′  
(via convolution) 
using eqn. (17) 

Output )y( d′  
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (6) and (7) 

% Error,  
[ ] 100y/)yy( dcd ×′′−′=∈

 
0.05882803 
0.16957161 
0.26730248 
0.35354966 
0.42966254 
0.49683192 
0.55610868 
0.60842025 

0.05875155 
0.16935116 
0.26695497 
0.35309003 
0.42910395 
0.49618601 
0.55538571 
0.60762927 

-0.13017444 
-0.13017444 
-0.13017444 
-0.13017444 
-0.13017444 
-0.13017444 
-0.13017444 
-0.13017444 

 
 

Table 6 Open loop system analysis using non- optimal BPF coefficients with unit parabolic input 
[T=1 s, m=8] 

Output ( )y( c′  
(via convolution) 
using eqn. (17) 

Output )y( d′  
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (6) and (7) 

% Error,  
[ ] 100y/)yy( dcd ×′′−′=∈

 
0.00045959 
0.00316315 
0.01106416 
0.02722866 
0.05436241 
0.09485324 
0.15080841 
0.22408756 

0.00031560 
0.00276481 
0.01047244 
0.02649256 
0.05352041 
0.09393452 
0.14983393 
0.22307104 

-45.62665850 
-14.40746769 
 -5.65032705 
 -2.77851896 
 -1.57323239 
 -0.97805008 
 -0.65037829 

 -0.45569610 
 
Figure 4 shows the result obtained via NOBPF coefficient based analysis (Table 6). Also, 
the actual curve for the output (t)y2  is shown. 

From Table 3 and Table 5, it is observed that percentage error in optimal BPF coefficient 
based analysis varies from 0.08387919 to 2.04029590 while for non- optimal BPF 
coefficient based analysis, it is fixed at –0.13017444. The constancy of error, as seen from 
the last column of Table 5, is only case specific, and is absent for any input other than step 
input. 

In Table 7 below, we present the average magnitude of percentage error for optimal as 
well as non-optimal BPF coefficient based analysis for two different inputs for the open 
loop first order system investigated and in the last column of the table the error difference 
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is tabulated. It is observed that the difference is always positive indicating greater 
average error magnitude for optimal BPF coefficient based analysis. 

 

 
Figure 4 Analysis of the system G1(s)= 1/(s+1) based on non-optimal BPF coefficients with unit 

parabolic input (Ref. Table 6). (For clarity, the vertical axis of the graph has been shown up to 0.155 
units only.) 

 

Table 7 Comparison of error for optimal and non-optimal BPF coefficients based analysis of first 
order system 

 

Input 

Average magnitude of percentage error 

)(ε′  

Error difference 

)( avNavo ε′−ε′  

)(OBPF
avoε′  )(NOBPF

avNε′  

Unit step 0.46994975 0.13017444 0.33977531 

Unit parabolic 15.21729200 9.01504113 6.20225087 

 

5.2 Analysis of undamped and underdamped second order systems 

We consider two second order systems, one undamped and the other 
underdamped, having inpulse responses g2(t) = sin t, t ≥0 and 

{ }[ ],t)a1(bsinabt)exp(
a1

b
(t)g 2

23 −−
−

= ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
 t ≥0 with a = 0·4 and b = 5 

rad/s. Then time response of the above systems in BPF domain, for different inputs, 
are presented in the following : 
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5.2.1 For the system g2(t) = sin t, t ≥0  
5.2.1.1 Via optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 

5.2.1.1. A Unit step input 
For a unit step input, the response of the system is y3(t)=[1- cos t], t ≥0 Equivalent 

BPF domain solution for y3(t) is presented in Table 8. 
 

Table 8 Open loop system analysis using optimal BPF coefficients with unit step input  

[ T=1 s m=8 ] 

Output )y( c  
(via convolution) 
using eqn. (11) 

Output )y( d  
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and (3) 

% Error, 
[ ] 100y/)yy( dcd ×−=∈

 
0.00390117 
0.01944495 
0.05028998 
0.09595491 
0.15572716 
0.22867400 
0.31365714 
0.40935042 

0.00260213 
0.01816619 
0.04905144 
0.09477592 
0.15462612 
0.22766810 
0.31276206 
0.40858014 

-49.92187209 
 -7.03924307 
 -2.52497543 
 -1.24397019 
 -0.71206207 
 -0.44182846 
 -0.28618374 
 -0.18852570 

5.2.1.1. B Unit parabolic input 
For a unit parabolic input, the response of the system is y4(t) = [t2 -2(1- cos t)],  
t ≥0. Equivalent BPF domain solution for y4(t) is presented in Table 9. 
5.2.1.2 Via non-optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 

5.2.1.2.A Unit step input 

For a unit step input, the response of the system is y3(t)=[1- cos t], t ≥0. 
Equivalent BPF domain solution for y3(t), with non-optimal coefficients, is 
presented in Table 10. 

5.2.1.2.B Unit parabolic input 

For a unit ramp input, the response of the system is y4(t) = [t2 -2(1- cos t)], t ≥0. 
Equivalent BPF domain solution for y4(t) is presented in Table 11. 

 

As in Table 7, we tabulate below the average magnitude of percentage error for 
OBPF as well as NOBPF coefficient based analysis and compute the error 
difference to judge relative strength. It is noted that NOBPF coefficient based 
analysis contains less average error compared to its OBPF counterpart. 
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Table 9 Open loop system analysis using optimal BPF coefficients with unit parabolic input [ T=1 s 
and m=8 ] 

Output )y( c  
(via convolution) 
using eqn. (11) 

Output )y( d  
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and (3) 

% Error, 
[ ] 100y/)yy( dcd ×−=∈

 
0.00002032 
0.00022319 
0.00111340 
0.00365237 
0.00926340 
0.01980953 
0.03756440 
0.06517685

0.00000407 
0.00012595 
0.00085545 
0.00315648 
0.00845608 
0.01862213 
0.03593421 
0.06304805

-399.53509541 
 -77.20694470 
 -30.15417606 
 -15.71004811 
 -9.54722373 
 -6.37629331 
 -4.53661089 
-3.37646092 

 

 

Table 10 Open loop system analysis using non-optimal BPF coefficients with unit step input [T=1 s 
and m=8 ] 

Output ( )y( c′  
(via convolution) 
using eqn. (17) 

Output )y( d′  
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (6) and (7) 

% Error, 
[ ] 100y/)yy( dcd ×′′−′=∈

 
0.00389608 
0.01941963 
0.05022448 
0.09582993 
0.15552434 
0.22837617 
0.31324862 
0.40881727 

0.00390117 
0.01944495 
0.05028998 
0.09595491 
0.15572716 
0.22867400 
0.31365714 
0.40935042 

0.13024225 
0.13024225 
0.13024225 
0.13024225 
0.13024225 
0.13024225 
0.13024225 
0.13024225 

 
 

5.2.2 For the system { }[ ],t)a1(bsinabt)exp(
a1

b
(t)g 2

23 −−
−

= ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
 t ≥0 with 

a=0.4 and b= 5 rad / s.  
5.2.2.1 Via optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 
5.2.2.1.A Unit step input 
 
Table 11 Open loop system analysis using non-optimal BPF coefficients with unit parabolic input  
         [ T=1 s and m=8 ] 
 

Output ( )y( c′  
(via convolution) 
using eqn. (17) 

Output )y( d′  
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (6) and (7) 

% Error, 
[ ] 100y/)yy( dcd ×′′−′=∈  

0.00003044 
0.00027347 

0.00001017 
0.00017259 

 -199.37524122 
 -58.45078404 
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0.00124275 
0.00389717 
0.00965635 
0.02037846 
0.03833123 
0.06615659 

0.00098254 
0.00340268 
0.00885818 
0.01921449 
0.03674823 
0.06411166 

 -26.48268145 
 -14.53227658 
 -9.01052761 
 -6.05776704 
 -4.30770121 
 -3.18962846 

 

 

Table 12 Comparison of error for optimal and non-optimal BPF coefficient based analysis of second 
order (undamped) system 

 
Input 

Average magnitude of percentage error )(ε′  Error difference 

)( avNavo ε′−ε′  )(OBPF
avoε′  )(NOBPF

avNε′  

Unit step 7.79483259 0.13024225 7.66459034 
Unit 

parabolic 
68.30535664 40.17582595 28.12953069 

 
For a unit step input, the response of the system is 

( ){ }ta1bcosabt)exp(1(t)y 2
5 −−−=  

.0t,t2a1babt)sinexp(
2a1

a
≥−−

−
−

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛  Equivalent BPF domain solution 

for y5 (t) is presented in Table 13. 
5.2.2.1.B Unit parabolic input 
For a unit parabolic input, the response of the system is 

+−−= ⎢⎣
⎡ t

b
2a

b
14a2b(t)y

34

22
6  

( ) ( ){ } abt)exp(
a1b

3)a(4a
ta1babt)cosexp(

a1b

4a5a1
t

2b
1

24

2
2

2
22

42
2

2 −
−

−
−−−

−

+−
+ ⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

 

( ){ }] 0.t,ta1bsin 2 ≥− Equivalent BPF domain solution for y6(t) is presented in 
Table 14. 

 
 
Table 13 Open loop system analysis using optimal BPF coefficients with unit step input [ T=1 s and  

m=8 ] 

Output )y( c  
(via convolution) 
using eqn. (11) 

Output )y( d  
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and (3) 

% Error, 
[ ] 100y/)yy( dcd ×−=∈

 
0.08064479 
0.33498711 
0.68713598 
0.99382112 

0.05664589 
0.32765394 
0.69209296 
1.00475770 

 -42.36652489 
 -2.23808451 
 0.71625803 
 1.08847914 
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1.18167377 
1.24155304 
1.20599475 
1.12313144 

1.19298274 
1.24972275 
1.20982942 
1.12319573 

 0.94795724 
 0.65372241 
 0.31695983 
 0.00572337 

 
Table 14 Open loop system analysis using optimal BPF coefficients with unit parabolic input 

[ T=1 s and m=8 ] 
Output )y( c  

(via convolution) 
using eqn. (11) 

Output )y( d  
(via direct 

expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and 

(3) 

% Error, 
[ ] 100y/)yy( dcd ×−=∈

0.00042002 
0.00426487 
0.01908748 
0.05514629 
0.12164309 
0.22440066 
0.36545970 
0.54395970 

0.00009298 
0.00259515 
0.01557285 
0.05003367 
0.11556029 
0.21801973 
0.35927950 
0.53822564 

-351.71183784 
 -64.34000027 
 -22.56893194 
 -10.21835512 
 -5.26374031 
 -2.92677107 
 -1.72016616 
 -1.06536388 

 

5.2.2.2 Via non-optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 

5.2.2.2.A Unit step input 
For a unit step input, the response of the system is 

( ){ }ta1bcosabt)exp(1y 2
5 −−−=  

( ){ } .0t,ta1bsinabt)exp(
a1

a 2
2

≥−−
−

−  Equivalent BPF domain solution 

for y5(t), with non-optimal coefficients, is presented in Table 15.  
 
Table 15 Open loop system analysis using non-optimal BPF coefficients with unit step input [ T=1 s 

and m=8 ] 

Output ( )y( c′  
(via convolution) 
using eqn. (17) 

Output )y( d′  
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (6) and (7) 

% Error, 
[ ] 100y/)yy( dcd ×′′−′=∈  

0.07196322 
0.31008732 
0.65009972 
0.95073589 
1.13803141 
1.20085039 
1.16947804 
1.09031095 

0.08064479 
0.33498711 
0.68713579 
0.99382112 
1.18167377 
1.24155304 
1.20599475 
1.12313144 

10.76519231 
7.43305993 
5.38991979 
4.33530999 
3.69326676 
3.27836511 
3.02793303 
2.92223096 
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Figure 5 shows the result obtained via OBPF coefficient based analysis (Table 13) 
along with the result obtained using NOBPF coefficient based analysis (Table 15). 
Also, the actual curve for the output y5(t) shown for comparison. 

5.2.2.2.B Unit parabolic input 

For a unit parabolic input, the response of the system is 

+−
−

= ⎢
⎣

⎡
t

b
2a

b
14a

2b(t)y 34

2
2

6  

abt)exp(
2a14b

3)2a(4a
t2a1bcosabt)exp(2

2a12b

44a25a12t22b

1
−

−

−
−−−

−

+−
+ ⎟

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

⎪
⎪
⎭

⎪⎪
⎬

⎫

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

 

( ){ }] .0t,ta1bsin 2 ≥−  Equivalent BPF domain solution for y6(t) is presented 
in Table 16. 

As before, error difference of OBPF coefficient based analysis with NOBPF 
coefficient based analysis is presented in Table 17. Inspection of the last column 
reveals the superiority of NOBPF coefficient based approach. 

From Tables 7, 12, 17 it is noted that the average magnitude of percentage error in 
case of non-optimal coefficient based analysis is much less than that of optimal 
coefficient based analysis for all the systems and inputs considered. This indicate 
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Figure 5 Analysis of the system G3(s) = b2/(s2+2abs+b2) based on optimal and non-optimal BPF 

coefficient with unit step input (Ref. Table 13 and 15) 
 

Table 16 Open loop system analysis using non-optimal BPF coefficients with unit parabolic input  
[ T=1 s and m=8 ] 

Output ( )y( c′  
(via convolution) 
using eqn. (17) 

Output )y( d′  
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (6) and (7) 

% Error, 
[ ] 10y/)yy( dcd ×′′−′=∈

 
0.00056221 
0.00467141 
0.01926683 
0.05387025 
0.11729869 
0.21531814 
0.35012829 
0.52111123 

0.00022800 
0.00344462 
0.01737778 
0.05265594 
0.11867292 
0.22127847 
0.36243209 
0.54115065 

 -146.58598566 
 -35.61474570 
 -10.87048918 
 -2.30611302 
 1.15800198 
 2.69359077 
 3.39478867 
 3.70311308 

 

that NOBPF coefficient based analysis is superior to OBPF based analysis for the 
systems studied. 

Also, a third order system was considered for the above analysis and a unit ramp 
input was also used for all the four systems. Since the results were similar to those 
established, they are not included here due to length consideration. 
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Table 17 Comparison of error for optimal and non-optimal BPF coefficient based analysis of second 
order (underdamped) system 

 
Input 

Average magnitude of percentage error )(ε′  Error difference 

)( avNavo ε′−ε′  )(OBPF avoε′  )(NOBPF avNε′  

Unit step 6.04171368 5.10565973 0.93605395 
Unit parabolic 57.47689582 25.79085351 31.68604231 

 

6. OPEN LOOP CONTROL SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION VIA 
DECONVOLUTION USING OPTIMAL AND NON-OPTIMAL BPF 
COEFFICIENTS 

Consider the open loop system shown in Fig 2. Our task is to determine g(t) using 
r(t) and y(t) in the BPF domain employing optimal or non-optimal coefficients of 
BPF expansion of r(t) and y(t). We can solve for G or G' using either of equation 
(18) and (19). 

Thus, we identify in the following several open loop systems with two kinds of 
inputs for each via deconvolution using both optimal and non-optimal block pulse 
coefficients. We choose T = 1 s and m = 8 for all the cases studied. 
6.1  Identification of first order system 

We consider a system having an impulse response g1(t)=exp(-t), t ≥ 0.The nature 
of the plant obtained via BPF technique, for different inputs, are presented in the 
following : 

6.1.1 Via optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 

6.1.1.A Unit step input 

For a unit step input, for the plant considered, the output is y1(t)= [1- exp(-t)], t ≥ 
0. Equivalent BPF domain solution for (t)g1  is presented in Table 18. 

6.1.1.B Unit parabolic input 

For a unit parabolic input, the output is y2(t) = [t2- 2t + 2{1- exp(-t)}] , t ≥ 0. 
Equivalent BPF domain solution for g1(t) is presented in Table 19. 
6.1.2 Via non-optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 

6.1.2.A Unit step input 

For a unit step input, the output of the system is )t(y1 . Equivalent BPF domain 
solution for the plant )t(g1  is presented in Table 20. 
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Table 18 Open loop system identification using optimal BPF coefficients for a plant g1(t)=exp(-t) 
using unit step input [ T=1 s and m=8 ] 

Plant ( cg ) 
(via 

deconvolution) 
using eqn. (18) 

Plant ( dg ) 
(via direct 

expansion) 
using eqns.  
(2) and (3) 

% Error, �= 
100]g/)g(g dcd[ ×−

 

0.95960353 
0.80768964 
0.75194111 
0.62442820 
0.59021345 
0.48170404 
0.46425983 
0.37055036 

0.94002478 
0.82956896 
0.73209203 
0.64606895 
0.57015385 
0.50315901 
0.44403626 
0.39186063 

– 2.08279100 
 2.63743180 
– 2.71128136 
 3.34960468 
– 3.51827896 
 4.26405277 
– 4.55448440 
 5.43822735 

 

Table 19 Open loop system identification using optimal BPF coefficients for a plant  g1(t)=exp(-t) 
using unit parabolic input [ T=1 s and m=8 ] 

Plant ( cg ) 
(via deconvolution) 

using eqn. (18) 

Plant ( dg ) 
 (via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and (3) 

% Error, = 
100]g/)g(g dcd[ ×−  

0.48775584 
3.22628698 

– 8.46540605 
35.07781494 

– 128.01935715 
480.47046130 

– 1790.89345201 
6685.81748810 

0.94002478 
0.82956896 
0.73209203 
0.64606895 
0.57015385 
0.50315901 
0.44403626 
0.39186063 

48.11244887 
– 288.91124838 
1256.33085073 

– 5329.42278884 
22553.47589098 

– 95390.78032086 
403421.43907763 

– 1706072.99387190 
Table 20 Open loop system identification using non-optimal BPF coefficients for a plant 

 g1(t) = exp(–t) using unit step input [ T=1 s, m=8 ] 

Plant ( cg′ ) 
(via deconvolution) 

using eqn. (19) 

Plant ( dg′ ) 
(via direct expansion) 

using eqns. (6) and 
(7) 

% Error, �= 
100]g/)gg( dcd[ ×′′−′  

0.94002478 
0.82956896 
0.73209203 
0.64606895 
0.57015385 
0.50315901 
0.44403626 
0.39186063 

0.94124845 
0.83064884 
0.73304503 
0.64690997 
0.57089604 
0.50381399 
0.44461429 
0.39237073 

0.13000520 
0.13000520 
0.13000520 
0.13000520 
0.13000520 
0.13000520 
0.13000520 
0.13000520 
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Figure 6 Identification of the system G1(s)=1/(s+1) based on optimal as well as non-optimal BPF 

coefficient with unit step input (Ref. Table 18 and 20) 

 6.1.2.B Unit parabolic input 

For unit parabolic input, the output is y2(t). Equivalent BPF domain solution for 
g1(t) is presented in Table 21. 

 
Table 21 Open loop system identification using non-optimal BPF coefficients for a plant  

 g1(t) = exp(–t) using unit parabolic input [ T=1 s and m=8] 
Plant ( cg′ ) 

 (via 
deconvolution) 
using eqn. (19) 

Plant ( dg′ ) 
 (via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (6) and (7) 

% Error, = 
100]g/)gg( dcd[ ×′′−′  

 0.64634351 
 1.78427874 
– 0.89230223 
 2.93250883 
– 2.38507292 
 4.12122351 
– 3.84211609 
 5.34146762 

0.94124845 
0.83064884 
0.73304503 
0.64690997 
0.57089604 
0.50381399 
0.44461429 
0.39237073 

 31.33125416 
– 114.80542006 
 221.72543215 
– 353.31019302 
 517.77709750 
– 718.00497575 
 964.14589231 

 – 1261.33182408 
 

 Figure 6 shows the result obtained via OBPF coefficient based analysis (Table 
18) 
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 along with the result obtained using NOBPF coefficient based analysis (Table 
20). Also, the actual response curve for the plant g1(t) is shown for comparison. 

Table 22 presents the comparison of error. 

 
Table 22 Comparison of error for optimal and non-optimal coefficient based identification of first 
order plant 

 
Input 

Average magnitude of percentage error
)(ε′  

Error Difference 

)( avNavo ε′−ε′  
)(OBPF avoε′  )(NOBPF avNε′  

Unit step   3.56951904  0.13000520   3.43951384 
Unit 

parabolic 
279295.09649992 522.80401113 278772.29248879 

 
6.2 Identification of second order systems 

We consider two second order systems, one undamped and the other 
underdamped, having impulse response g2(t) = sin t, t ≥0 and 

{ }[ ],t)a1(bsinabt)exp(
a1

b
(t)g 2

23 −−
−

= ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
 t ≥0. Consider a = 0·4 and b = 

5 rad/s. These two systems are to be indentified via BPF domain technique for 
different inputs. 

 
6.2.1 For the system g2(t) = sin t, t ≥0. 

6.2.1.1 Via optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 

6.2.1.1.A Unit step input 

For a unit step input, the output is y3(t)=[1- cos t], t ≥0 . Equivalent BPF domain 
solution for g2(t), based upon optimal coefficients, is presented in Table 23. 

6.2.1.1.B Unit parabolic input 

For unit parabolic input, the output is y4(t) = [t2 -2(1- cos t)], t ≥0. Equivalent BPF 
domain solution for g2(t) is presented in Table 24. 

6.2.1.2 Via non-optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 

6.2.1.2.A Unit step input 

For a unit step input, the output is y3(t). Equivalent BPF domain solution for g2(t), 
with non-optimal coefficients, is presented in Table 25. 
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Table 23 Open loop system identification using optimal BPF coefficients for a plant 
g2(t)= sin t using unit step input [ T=1 s and m=8 ] 

Plant ( cg ) 
 (via 

deconvolution) 
using eqn. (18) 

Plant ( dg ) 
 (via direct 

expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and 

(3) 

% Error, � = 
100]g/)g(g dcd[ ×−  

0.04163413 
0.20739083 
0.28677314 
0.44481858 
0.51278464 
0.65588701 
0.70561633 
0.82747290 

0.06241866 
0.18628196 
0.30723840 
0.42340048 
0.53295554 
0.63419400 
0.72553608 
0.80555642 

 33.29859172 
– 11.33167738 

 6.66103619 
– 5.05859191 
 3.78472442 

– 3.42056256 
 2.74552162 

– 2.72066357 
 

Table 24 Open loop system identification using optimal BPF coefficients for a plant  
  g2(t) =sin t using unit parabolic input [ T=1s and m=8 ] 

Plant ( cg ) 
 (via deconvolution) 

using eqn. (18) 
 

Plant ( dg ) 
 (via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and (3) 

% Error, = 
100]g/)g(g dcd[ ×−  

 0.01249535 
 0.28694712 
 0.00748826 
 1.47645290 

 – 3.32281523 
 14.96246532 
– 52.67179896 
 200.02787231 

 

0.06241866 
0.18628196 
0.30723840 
0.42340048 
0.53295554 
0.63419400 
0.72553608 
0.80555642 

 

79.98138651 
– 54.03913263 

97.56271816 
– 248.71309126 

723.46949873 
– 2259.28835670 

7359.70768445 
– 24731.01962216 

 
 
 
6.2.1.2.B Unit parabolic input 

For a unit parabolic input, the output is y4(t) . Equivalent BPF domain solution for 
g2(t) is presented in Table 26. 

 
Table 27 presents the comparison of error 

6.2.2 For the system { }[ ] ,t)a1(bsinabt)exp(
a1

b
(t)g 2

23 −−
−

= ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
  

t ≥0 .  
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Table 25 Open loop system identification using non-optimal BPF coefficients for a plant 
 g2(t) = sin t using unit step input [ T=1 s and m=8 ] 

Plant ( cg′ ) 
 (via deconvolution) 

using eqn. (19) 

Plant ( dg′ ) 
 (via direct expansion) 

using eqns. (6) and (7) 

% Error, �= 
100]g/)gg( dcd[ ×′′−′  

0.06241867 
0.18628196 
0.30723840 
0.42340048 
0.53295554 
0.63419401 
0.72553609 
0.80555642 

0.06233737 
0.18603935 
0.30683824 
0.42284903 
0.53226141 
0.63336802 
0.72459113 
0.80450724 

–0.13041211 
–0.13041211 
–0.13041211 
–0.13041211 
–0.13041211 
–0.13041211 
–0.13041211 
–0.13041211 

 

Table 26 Open loop identification using non-optimal BPF coefficients for a plant g2(t) = sin t using 
unit parabolic input [ T=1 s, m=8 ] 

 

Plant ( cg′ ) 
 (via deconvolution) 

using eqn. (19) 

Plant ( dg′ ) 
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (6) and (7) 

% Error, = 
100]g/)gg( dcd[ ×′′−′  

0.02082249 
0.22852724 
0.26628119 
0.46626462 
0.49258744 
0.67760830 
0.68567061 
0.84941796 

0.06233737 
0.18603935 
0.30683824 
0.42284903 
0.53226141 
0.63336802 
0.72459113 
0.80450724 

 66.59710416 
– 22.83811978 
 13.21773199 

– 10.26739558 
 7.45385039 
– 6.98492555 
 5.37137731 

 – 5.58238815 
 

 

 

Table 27 Comparison of error for optimal and non-optimal BPF coefficient based Identification of 
second order (undamped) plant 

 
Input 

Average magnitude of percentage error
)(ε′  

Error Difference 

)( avNavo ε′−ε′  
)(OBPF avoε′  )(NOBPF avNε′  

Unit step  8.62767117  0.13041211  8.49725910 
Unit 

parabolic 
4444.22268629 17.28911161 4426.93357467 
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6.2.2.1 Via optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 

6.2.2.1.A Unit step input 

For a unit step input, the output is ( ){ }ta1bcosabt)exp(1(t)y 2
5 −−−=  

0.t,t2a1bsinabt)exp(
2a1

a
≥−−

− ⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛− Equivalent BPF domain 

solution for g3(t) is presented in Table 28. 
 

Table 28 Open loop system identification using optimal BPF coefficients for a plant g3(t) using unit 
step input [ T=1 s and m=8 ] 

Plant ( cg ) 
 (via deconvolution) 

using eqn. (18) 

Plant ( dg ) 
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and (3) 

% Error, �= 
100]g/)g(g dcd[ ×−  

 0.90633433 
 3.42979436 
 2.40123000 
 2.60140577 
 0.41019488 
 0.49764537 
–1.13593866 
–0.25020048 

 1.29031669 
 2.77916039 
 2.85521847 
 2.05174680 
 0.95389564 
 0.00417259 
–0.57310516 
– 0.75270776 

29.75876873 
– 23.41117006 

15.90030586 
– 26.78980537 

56.99792917 
– 11826.54056838 

–98.20771642 
66.75994365

 

6.2.2.1.B Unit parabolic input 

For a unit parabolic input, the output is  +−
−

= ⎢
⎣

⎡
t

b
2a

b
14a

2b(t)y 34

2
2

6  

  ( ) ( ){ } abt)exp(
a1b

3)a(4a
ta1babt)cosexp(

a1b

4a5a1
t

2b
1

24

2
2

2
22

42
2

2 −
−

−
−−−

−

+−
+ ⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

 

( ){ }] 0.t,ta1bsin 2 ≥− Equivalent BPF domain solution for g3(t) is 
presented in Table 29. 

6.2.2.2 Via non-optimal BPF coefficients for different inputs 

6.2.2.2.A Unit step input 

For a unit step input, the output is y5(t). Equivalent BPF domain solution 
for g3(t) is presented in Table 30. 
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Table 29 Open loop system identification using optimal BPF coefficients for a plant g3(t) using unit 
parabolic input [ T=1 s and m= 8] 

Plant ( cg ) 
 (via deconvolution) 

using eqn. (18) 

Plant ( dg ) 
 (via direct 

expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and 

(3) 

% Error, �= 
100]g/)g(g dcd[ ×−  

0.28565040 
5.68710654 

–5.08395989 
30.51392280 

–103.39890598 
387.53230810 

– 1445.44387597 
5398.53461203 

 1.29031669 
 2.77916039 
 2.85521847 
 2.05174680 
 0.95389564 
 0.00417259 
–0.57310516 
– 0.75270776 

77.86199262 
–104.63398080 
278.05852468 

– 1387.21678451 
10939.64550823 

– 9287477.16389574 
–252112.67705535 

716119.53713637
 
Figure 7 shows the result obtained via OBPF coefficient based analysis (Table 28) 

alongwith the result obtained using NOBPF coefficient based analysis (Table 30). 
Also, the actual curve for the plant g3(t) is shown for comparison. 

6.2.2.2.B Unit parabolic input 

For unit parabolic input, the output of the system is y6(t). Equivalent BPF domain 
solution for g3(t) is presented in Table 31. 

It is observed from tables 22, 27, 32 that the average magnitude of percentage 
error in case of non-optimal coefficient based identification is much less than that 
of optimal coefficient based identification for all the systems and inputs 
considered.  

Table 30 Open loop system identification using non-optimal BPF coefficients for a plant g3(t) using 
unit step input [ T=1 s, m=8 ] 

Plant ( cg′ ) 
 (via deconvolution) 

using eqn. (19) 

Plant ( dg′ ) 
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (6) and (7) 

% Error, �= 
100]g/)gg( dcd[ ×′′−′

 
1.29031669 
2.77916039 
2.85521847 
2.05174680 
0.95389564 
0.00417259 

–0.57310516 
– 0.75270776 

1.15141161 
2.65857385 
2.78162461 
2.02855413 
0.96817409 
0.03692970 
–0.53888743 
– 0.72778600 

–12.06389366 
 –4.53576029 
 –2.64571526 
 –1.14331020 
 1.47478152 
88.70126955 
–6.34969991 
–3.42432558 
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Figure 7 Identification of the system G3(s)=b2/(s2+2abs+b2) based on optimal as well as 

non-optimal BPF coefficient with unit step input (Ref. Table 28 and 30) 

In Table 33 below, the results of system identification via both the approaches are 
compared qualitatively. 

It is noted that the optimal coefficient based approach has failed to identify the 
systems completely in three cases while in case of non-optimal BPF coefficient 
based approach the number of failure is two.  

Table 31 Open loop system identification using non-optimal BPF coefficients for a plant g3(t) using 
unit parabolic input [ T=1 s, m=8 ] 

Plant ( cg′ ) 
 (via 

deconvolution) 
using eqn. (19) 

Plant ( dg′ ) 
 (via direct 

expansion) 
using eqns. (6) and 

(7) 

% Error, = 
100]g/)gg( dcd[ ×′′−′

 

 0.46694122 
 4.25292737 
 1.66719586 
 3.53974037 
– 0.63518073 
 1.59941590 
– 2.41938911 
 1.08165411 

 1.15141161 
 2.65857385 
 2.78162461 
 2.02855413 
 0.96817409 
 0.03692970 
 –0.53888743 
– 0.72778600 

59.44619491 
– 59.97025492 

40.06395187 
– 74.49573097 
165.60604446 

– 4230.97400738 
–348.96001986 
248.62254971 
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Table 32 presents the comparison of error. 
 

Table 32 Comparison of error for optimal and non-optimal BPF coefficient based identification of 
second order (under-damped) plant 

 
Input 

Average magnitude of percentage error
)(ε′  

Error Difference 

)( avNavo ε′−ε′  
)(OBPF avoε′  )(NOBPF avNε′  

Unit step  1518.04577596  15.04234450  1503.00343146 
Unit 

parabolic 
1283562.09935979 653.51734426 1282908.58201553 

OBPF coefficient based approach shows oscillation in three cases while the 
results obtained via NOBPF coefficient oscillate in one case only. But the degree of 
oscillation is more severe in case of OBPF coefficient based analysis, as is evident 
from different tables. 

From Table 33, it is noted that OBPF coefficient based approach has not been 
successful in identifying the systems, while its contender has succeeded in three 
cases. Also, percentage error is more in case of optimal coefficient based approach 
as evident from Tables 22, 27 and 32. 

In case of third order system, NOBPF coefficient based approach identifies the 
plant successfully for all the three inputs but OBPF coefficient based approach fails 
to identify the plant for unit parabolic input. With unit ramp input, OBPF 
coefficient based approach fails to identify the first order system and the second 
order underdamped system completely. Also, it shows oscillation for the undamped 
system.  
For the above cases with ramp input, NOBPF coefficient based approach identifies 
the first order system completely but shows slightly oscillatory results for the 
undamped and the underdamped systems.  

The details of third order system identification are not presented here for length 
consideration. Only the summary of the findings are mentioned above. 

7. CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 

Following the method proposed by Kwong and Chen [11], we identify the plant 
modeled by the impulse response function g(t) as shown in Fig. 8. 

7.1 Identification of closed loop system using optimal BPF coefficients via 
deconvolution 
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Table 33 Qualitative comparison between optimal coefficient based approach and non-optimal 
coefficient based approach for system identification with different inputs 

 
Plant 

 
Nature of input 

Remarks 
Optimal coefficient 

based approach 
Non-optimal 
coefficient 

based approach 
 
 
 

First order 

 
Unit step 

 
Shows oscillation 

 
√ 

 
Unit parabolic 

 
Fails to identify 

 
Fails to identify 

 
 

Second order 
(undamped) 

 
Unit step 

 
Shows oscillation 

 
√ 

 
Unit parabolic 

 
Fails to identify 

 
Shows oscillation 

 
Second order 

(underdamped) 

 
Unit step 

 
Shows oscillation 

 
√ 

 
Unit parabolic 

 
Fails to identify 

 
Fails to identify 

 

 
Figure 8 Plant modeled by impulse response function 

We employ optimal BPF coefficients to determine the solution for g(t). For the 
system shown in Figure 8, let 

  ] (t)R(t) (m)(m) ΨΨ T1m

0i
1)(mi210ii rrrr[(t)rr(t) r∑ Δ=ψ≈

−

=
−LL  

  ] (t)G(t) (m)(m) ΨΨ T1m

0i
1)(mi210ii Δggggg[(t)ψgg(t) ∑ =≈

−

=
−LL  

    ] (t)Y(t) (m)(m) ΨΨ T1m

0i
1)(mi210ii Δyyyyy[(t)yy(t) ∑ =ψ≈

−

=
−LL  

    ] )(tH(t) (m)(m) ΨΨ T1m

0i
1)(mi210ii Δhhhhh[(t)hh(t) ∑ =ψ≈

−

=
−LL  

   ] (t)X(t)Ψ (m)(m) ΨT1m

0i
1)(mi210ii Δxxxxx[(t)xx(t) ∑ =ψ≈

−

=
−LL  

Knowing R, Y, H and X, we are to determine G where the time functions have 
been expanded in BPF domain following equations (2) and (3). 

Since x(t) is the function obtained after convolution of h(t) and y(t), we write 

X = HTQy = YTQh  
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where, Qy and Qh are convolution matrices formed by the elements of the 
matrices Y and H respectively, in BPF domain with optimal expansion 
coefficients. 

Again, )xr(e iii −=  for i = 0, 1. . . . , (m – 1) 

  [ ] T
1)(m1)(m1100

T ][x(r)x(r)x(r XRE −=−−−= −−L  

Then G is given by G = ET 1−
yQ  = YT 1−

eQ        (20) 

where, 1−
yQ and 1−

eQ  are deconvolution matrices formed by optimal expansion 
coefficients in BPF domain.  

For a closed loop system with unit step input, r(t) = u(t), feedback h(t) = 4u(t), 
output y(t) = [exp(-2t)sin(2t)], the impulse response of the system is g(t) = 2exp(– 
4t). The BPF domain result using optimal coefficients for T = 1 s and m = 16 is 
given in Table 34. 

7.2 Identification of closed loop system using non-optimal BPF coefficients via 
deconvolution 

As before, for the closed loop system shown in Fig. 8, we define 

  [ ] (t)R(t) (m)(m) ΨΨ T1m

0i
1)(mi210ii Δrrrrr(t)rr(t) ′∑ ′′′′′=ψ′≈

−

=
−LL   

  [ ] (t)G(t) (m)(m) ΨΨ T1m

0i
1)(mi210ii Δggggg(t)gg(t) ′∑ ′′′′′=ψ′≈

−

=
−LL  

 
Table 34 : Closed loop system identification using optimal BPF coefficients for T = 1 s, m = 16 

Plant ( cg ) 
(via deconvolution) 

using eqn. (20) 
 

Plant ( dg ) 
(via direct expansion) 
using eqns. (2) and (3) 

 

% Error, �= 
100]g/)g(g dcd[ ×−  

 1.85183592 
 1.29217298 
 1.15317233 
 0.74876684 
 0.73052223 
 0.42003832 
 0.47484396 
 0.22117703 
 0.32017375 
 0.10087772 
 0.22660743 
 0.02810377 
 0.17000535 
– 0.01592016 
 0.13576445 
– 0.04255203 

1.76959374 
1.37816099 
1.07331286 
0.83589689 
0.65099715 
0.50699709 
0.39484973 
0.30750928 
0.23948847 
0.18651381 
0.14525710 
0.11312634 
0.08810288 
0.06861460 
0.05343710 
0.04161686 

– 4.64751759 
6.23932949 

– 7.44046524 
10.42354014 

– 12.21588744 
17.15173099 

– 20.25941035 
28.07468281 

– 33.69067432 
45.91407178 

–56.00437663 
75.15718213 

–92.96230022 
123.20229367 

–154.06402034 
202.24710651
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   [ ] (t)Y(t) (m)(m) ΨΨ T1m

0i
1)(mi210ii Δyyyyy(t)yy(t) ′∑ ′′′′′=ψ′≈

−

=
−LL  

   [ ] (t)H(t) (m)(m) ΨΨ T1m

0i
1)(mi210ii Δhhhhh(t)hh(t) ′∑ ′′′′′=ψ′≈

−

=
−LL  

   [ ] (t)(m)X(t)(m) ΨΨ T1m

0i
1)(mi210ii Δxxxxx(t)xx(t) ′∑ ′′′′′=ψ′≈

−

=
−LL  

Knowing R' , Y' , H' and X' , we are to determine G' where the time functions 
have been expanded with non-optimal BPF coefficients following equations (6) 
and (7). 

Then G' is given by G' = E'T 1
yQ −′  = Y'T 1

eQ −′        (21) 

where, 1
yQ −′ and 1

eQ −′  are deconvolution matrices formed by non-optimal 
coefficients and E'T=[R'-X']T. 

Considering the same closed loop system with T = 1 s and m = 16, non-optimal 
BPF coefficient based result is given in Table 35. 

From Table 34, comparing cg  and dg  , we find that not only the result contains 
large error, but it has also gone negative in two occasions. For a first order plant, 
such negative coefficients are simply impossible and this proves the OBPF 
coefficient based method to be unreliable for identification even for a simple first 
order plant. 

However, Table 35, shows surprisingly good result which has not only much less 
error than the optimal coefficient based method, but also contains no oscillation as 
observed in Table 34. 

As a numerical estimate, calling the percentage error of any coefficient i∈ , 
average magnitudes of percentage error, from Tables 34 and 35 , are 

∑
=

=∈Δ∈′
15

0i
iavO 6059.55

16
1   and  ∑

=

=∈′Δ∈′
15

0i
iavN 1355.3

16
1  

Figure 9 below compares the percentage error (from last columns of Tables 34 
and 35) between OBPF coefficient and NOBPF coefficient based identification.  

8. ERROR ANALYSIS  

This section deduces the maximum possible error estimate [14-17] for NOBPF 
coefficient based representation of a locally square integrable function f(t) to have 
a quantitative judgment about the efficiency of approximation. 

Let us consider m sample points of a function f(t), having a sampling period h, 
denoted by f(ih), i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., m. Then non-optimal BPF representation of the 
function f(t) in any sub-interval is obtained by a horizontal line representing the 
average height of two consecutive sample points of the function itself. 

The mean integral squared error (MISE) is defined as 
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     [ ] { }∫ ∑ ψ′−=∈=
T

0

2
ii

2 dtcf(t)
T
1

MISE  

The NOBPF coefficient in the i-th interval is given by, 

   
2

}h)1i{(f)ih(fci
++

=′           (22) 

  Table 35 : Closed loop system identification using non-optimal BPF coefficients for T = 1 s , m = 
16 

 

Plant ( cg′ ) 
(via deconvolution) 

using eqn. (21) 

Plant ( dg′ ) 
(via direct expansion) 

using equns. (6) and (7) 

% Error, �= 
100]g/)gg[( dcd ×′′−′  

1.77259039 
1.37765173 
1.07057851 
0.83182259 
0.64618485 
0.50184766 
0.38962254 
0.30236525 
0.23452100 
0.18177081 
0.14075657 
0.10886730 
0.08407288 
0.06479486 
0.04980597 
0.03815197 

1.77880078 
1.38533144 
1.07889721 
0.84024599 
0.65438424 
0.50963496 
0.39690410 
0.30910923 
0.24073451 
0.18748422 
0.14601286 
0.11371493 
0.08856128 
0.06897159 
0.05371513 
0.04183338 

0.34913356 
0.55435948 
0.77103769 
1.00249290 
1.25299267 
1.52801471 
1.83459015 
2.18174406 
2.58106098 
3.04741082 
3.59988055 
4.26297027 
5.06812838 
6.05572217 
7.27756730 
8.80017471 
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Figure 9 Comparison of % error between OBPF coefficient and NOBPF coefficient based 

identification. 

and the NOBPF representation of f(t) in the i-th interval is f̂ (t), given by 

    ii

1)h(i

ih
c(t)f̂ ψ′=

+
 

  Then integral squared error (ISE) in the i-th interval is 

   [ ] [ ] [ ]∫ ∫
+ +

−′−′ =Δ∈
1)h(i

ih

1)h(i

ih

2
i

2
ii

2
i dtdt f(t)cf(t)ψc     (23) 

Let the function f(t) be expanded via Taylor series in the i-th interval around a 
point μi [14, 15]. Considering first order approximation, we have 

 
   )t)((f)(f)t(f iii μ−μ+μ≈ &  where,  [ ]1)h(iih,i +∈μ     (24)  

   Equation (23) may now be written as  

    [ ] ∫
+

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡≈ μ−μ−μ−

++
∈

1)h(i

ih

2

iii
2

i dt)t()(f)(f
2

1)h}f{(if(ih) &  

  Let,   )f(μ
2

1)h}f{(if(ih)
A i−

++
=  and )(μfB i

&−=  

Then,  

     [ ] [ ] td)μB(tA2 1)h(i
ih

2
ii ∫ −+≈∈ +  

  Then the ISE over m sub-intervals is given by 
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  [ ]∑ −++−+≈∈
−

=
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡1m

0i
i

22
2
ii

22
33

222
i mhμ

2
hm

2ABmhμμhm
3
hm

BhmA  (25) 

Putting  
  [ ])(f},h)1i{(f),ih(fmaxf imax μ+Δ ,    

  [ ])(fmaxf imax μΔ &&               (26)                 

and   [ ]imax max μΔμ  

 It can be shown that the upper bound of ISE over m sub-intervals as 

   [ ]∑ +−≈∈
−

=
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡1m

0i

2
maxmax

22
33

2
max

2
i mhμμhm

3
hm

f&       (27) 

9. CONCLUSION 

The proposed approach using block pulse functions with non-optimal coefficients 
approximates square integrable functions of Lebesgue measure reasonably well but 
does not guarantee minimum integral squared error (MISE). However, it has the 
advantage of simplicity with regards to computation of the expansion coefficients 
by exact integration.  

It is seen from Table 1 that in case of approximation of sin (π t) via non-optimal 
coefficients, the error is only less than 1.3% compared to equivalent optimal 
coefficient based expansion. However, for the expansion of t2, the magnitude of 
percentage error increases for the first four coefficients, as observed from Table 2. 
Furthermore, the error for the first coefficient goes up to 50%. The reason for such 
increased error is, the more the function deviates from linear nature, the more error 
creeps into NOBPF coefficient based approximation. The percentage error reduces 
drastically, as we move along the time axis. 

In case of analysis of SISO systems via convolution, the NOBPF coefficient 
based method gives superior results compared to its OBPF counterpart. For a first 
order system, with step input, the OBPF coefficient based results show a maximum 
error of 2.04% while for NOBPF coefficient based analysis it is only – 0.13%. 
These are apparent from Tables 3 and 5 respectively. 

 Inspection of Tables 7, 12, 17 reveal that the average magnitude of percentage 
error for OBPF coefficient based analysis is more than the analysis based upon 
NOBPF coefficients. 

Superiority of NOBPF coefficient based analysis compared to OBPF analysis is 
strongly focused during solution of identification problems for a SISO open loop 
system via deconvolution. 

The OBPF approach produces oscillatory as well as impossible results while 
NOBPF coefficient based approach solves the problem decently with reliability. 
These are summarized in Table 33. 
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This ‘weakness’ of OBPF coefficient based analysis becomes more clear when we 
try to identify the plant of a closed loop system. While OBPF based identification 
produces totally unacceptable results, the NOBPF coefficient based approach 
comes up with correct solution. Tables 34 and 35 show the results of OBPF and 
NOBPF based identification respectively. 

As a quantitative assessment, percentage errors from Tables 34 and 35 are plotted 
in Fig. 9. The highly oscillatory behavior of OBPF coefficient based results is quite 
apparent. Also, from Tables 34 and 35 the ratio of the sum of magnitudes of errors 
in OBPF and NOBPF coefficient based analysis is 17.734 and the ratio of the 
magnitudes of maximum errors for a single coefficient in OBPF and NOBPF 
coefficient based analysis is about 23. 

Finally, a formal error analysis has been presented for NOBPF coefficients based 
approximation of any square integrable function and the expression for the upper 
bound of integral squared error is derived.  

It can be concluded that in all the applications presented, NOBPF coefficient 
based approach proves to be a strong contender of the OBPF coefficient based 
analysis. 
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